
 

3 Newton's Laws
Isaac Newton 1642 1726

3.1 Inertial Frames

In ancient times philosophers argued
that the earth cannot move around
the sun as in that case falling
objects would be displaced
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Galileo was the first to realize that

physical laws are invariant in

inertial frames in uniform motion
with respect to each other

Definition 1 inertial frame
Intertial frames are coordinate frames



which move with constant velocity
relative to each other and in which

Newton's laws are valid
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Laws of physics are the same for
the object in the above two frames

only its velocity is different
Newton's 1st law law of inertia

If a body has no forces acting
on it it will maintain its velocity
The earth is an approximate inertial

frame
acceleration due to motion around
sun a 0 0.006 ms

2

acceleration due to spin o 03m52



Newton's second law

If a body has an acceleration a

then you need a force
É me

to produce that acceleration

Remarks
1 Mass m is measured in

kilograms kg
2 Acceleration is measured in ms 2

3 Force F is measured in

kg us
2 Newton or N

Question

How do we measure mass and force

Imagine a spring attached to
a wall

mummy
ming mmmmittal kgT

some metal
defined as 1kg



If we elongate the spring it will

exert a force É on the mass m

measure initial acceleration a

after release

If we now attach another mass M
to the elongated spring then we get

1kg a M am

M 1kg Gi
to measure M we just have to
measure am

Example I application of 2nd law

If a
spring is stretched by a distance

x then it exercises a force F Kx

in the opposite direction
A FG

x
mummy Iki

17 FG Kx

inserting into F ma gives mas Kx

solving gives x t



Newton's third law

If there are two bodies called land 2

then Fia the force on I due to 2 is

minus the force on 2 due to 1

Fi Fal
action reaction

Example 2 application of 3rd law

Imagine a 3 kg block packed against a

2 kg block and push the 3 kg blockwith ion

10N 534,421
a

want to determine a

i total mass 3kg 2kg 5kg
a En 144g 2m52

ii Imagine the blocks slightly displaceda s

lo N X p TX
follows from 3rd law



Plugging into F ma gives

10N f 3kg a G

f 2kg a
both move with
same acceleration

adding the above equations gives
10 N 5kg a

a 2m52

inserting back into G gives

f 4N 10 4 N GN

d d
acting on 2kg acting on 3kg

mass mass

Example 3 anotherapplication

Imagine the same 3kg and 2kg
blocks but now connected by a rop

F tension

It É SION

mass 2 is being pulled with co N



T Ja
adding givesT T g a
10 59 or

rope nearly massless
9 245 2

10 T 2A T GN

Example 4 weight and weightlessness

Imagine you
are standing on a spring

in an elevator which is accelerating

upwards
Ta Ta
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Every massless spring is pushed or pulled

by equal and opposite forces IF at the

two ends since otherwise it would
have a Flo as



relevant equations
W

ng ma

W m gta

if the elevator is standing still

then a o w ing
you feel your own weight

if accelerating upward then

a o We m gta

you feel heavier

if accelerating downward then

a co W mfg al

sung
you feel lighter

if the elevator is freely falling
towards the ground then

lat g W O

you feel weightless
Note you have not escaped the

pull of gravity



3 2 Solutions to Newton's equations

Goal of physics
predict the future based on present

information about location velocity mass

and forces acting on objects
In this paragraph we want to
demonstrate an example of this paradigm

Imagine a frictionless table with a

mass m attached to a spring

hmmm'm FI
I

combining F ma and E kx
we get

G If Ex t differential
equation



mathematics tells us that this

equation has a unique solution

given initial information
o initial position x

dye to
initial velocity o

Let's find it
We find that cost and sin wt

with wife are two linearly
independent solutions of x

make general ausatz

t A cosut Bsinut
evaluate

x o A X

dat hot
Aw sinuttDucoswtle

Bw I o

B E
In our case 00 0 B O x the cost



3.3 Motion in d 2

Corollary 1 to Newton's 2nd law

A body pulled by two forces Fn and
Fn along different angles will move

along the diagonal of a parallelogram

as if pulled by a force Fit Fi
A

FM B
AB I FET

LF Fite
AC I FI T

C D
Proof
suppose the objectwould move in time T

by force FI from A to B and by
force FI from A to C Then the

simultaneous application of force FI
will not alter the velocity along AB
but only in the direction of E
object will arrive somewhere on BD

similarly will arrive somewhere on CD
arrives at D a



Theorem 1 Area law

suppose a massive point like object
is subject to a central force Then
its motion is contained in a plane
and the radius vector sweeps through
equal areas in equal times

Proof
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area SBC SAL
claim

Use area SBC area SBC follows a


